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ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED AT BVM UNDER SSIP – AY : 2017-2018 

 

Sr 
no. 

Name of 
event 

Date Venue Coordinator 

Name 

Mobile No of 

Participant 

1 Startup India 
Yatra 

23/07/2017 BVM Auditorium Dr. R C Rana 9898986633 294 

2 Seminar on 

Patent 

Awareness 

14/10/2017 BVM 

Auditorium 

Dr. R C Rana 9898986633 60 

3 Workshop 

on building 

startup 

ecosystem 

02/01/2018 BVM 

Auditorium 

Dr. R C  Rana 9898986633 550 

4 India Israel 

Meet 

17/01/2018 iCreate Campus, 

Deo Dholera 

Dr. R C Rana 9898986633 52 

5 Grand 

Education 

Fair 

02/02/2018 Gujarat University 

Convention and 

Exhibition Center, 

Ahmedabad 

Dr. R C Rana 9898986633 65 

6 Build Our 

Logo 

03/02/2018 BVM 

Auditorium 

Dr. R C Rana 9898986633 49 

7 Ideathon 10/02/2018 BVM 

Auditorium 

Dr. R C Rana 9898986633 73 

8 Hackathon 12 & 

13/03/2018 

BVM Auditorium Dr. B C 

Goradiya 

9099024388 472 

9 BVM Talks 29/03/2018 BVM 

Auditorium 

Dr. B C 

Goradiya 

9099024388 320 
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Startup India Yatra 

 

STARTUP INDIA YATRA - GUJARAT CHAPTER 

Across Tier 2/3 cities, Startup culture has taken a hold and is producing dozens of 

entrepreneurs with innovative ideas. Entrepreneurs from small towns appear to be more 

charged to succeed and are willing to put in the hard yards to make their Startups flourish. 

In line with the Hon’ble Prime Minister’s Startup India vision, Startup India, Invest India (The 

National Investment Promotion and Facilitation Agency) has initiated the “Startup India Yatra” 

which offers a platform for these disruptive ideas. In the past, we have successfully organized 

such a Yatra in the states of Gujarat & Uttar Pradesh and implemented the next edition in 

Odisha with the addition of a Mobile Van to increase the reach throughout the state. 

Moving forward, we wish to outsource the Startup India Yatra for all other states of the country 

Experts anticipate that Startup Yatra will encourage states to compete for emerging companies 

and investors, broadening the sector beyond the major hubs of Bengaluru, Gurugram, Pune, 

Hyderabad and Mumbai.“State-specific startup policies were not the focus when Startup India 

was launched, but then we realised that execution on the ground can happen only at the state-

level,” said Karan Anand, Senior Assistant Vice-president at Invest India, which works with DIPP 

to implement various initiatives under Startup India. 

 

“While startups can avail benefits under the national Startup India policy, having something at 

the state-level is important… especially because of the obvious reason that (state governments) 

are much more locally connected and have their own unique requirements.” 

 

DAY 1: BIRLA VISHWAKARMA MAHAVIDYALAYA (BVM) 

 

The first leg of Startup India Yatra - Gujarat Chapter commenced from one of the esteemed 

academic institute.  

 

Amidst heavy rainfall, 294 registrations turned up and after carrying out rigorous exercise of 

filtering the startup ideas. 12 startup ideas were selected for pitching their Ideas at IIM-A.  

 

The entire day comprised of the following sessions: 

1. Meeting of the Core Committee  

2. Inauguration of the Event 

3. Inspirational Speech by Prof. (Dr.) Indrajit Patel, Principal, B.V.M.  

4. Sensitization about Startup Inida, Startup India Hub, Invest India & Openfuel Knowledge 

Foundation. 

5. Entrepreneurial Journey of Mr. Mitul Dadhania. 

6. Role of IGNITE - The Silver Oak Incubation Centre by Mr. Kalp Bhatt. 

7. Ideation to Pitching 

8. Selection of  Startup Ideas 

 



 

 

 

 



 



Report  on Seminar on "Patent Awareness”

14/10/2017 at 12:30 noon to 1:30 pm

Organized by Student Startup and Innovation Policy (SSIP) - Patent Club

Birla Vishvakama Mahavidyalaya, (An Autonomous Institute), Vallbhvidyanagar

List of Faculty Participation: 28 Participant from various department participated in the said

event

Expert Speaker: Jigar Patel, New product Design Engineer & Patent Analyst. Invent India innovation

private limited. Patentability criteria

He covered topics such as IPR Basics – Brief overview. Why need of IPR. Types of IPR.

Introduction of Patent & its procedure.

Tangible: That which can be measured, touched & have physical forms

Eg. Currency, Gold, House, land, industry etc.

Intangible: That which cannot be measured, touched not having any physical forms

Creation of  the human mind / intellect

Eg: Ideas

Sr.
No.

Name of Faculty Designation Department Sign

1 Dr S D Dhiman Associate Professor Civil Engineering

2 Nilesh B. Prajapati Associate Professor Information Technology

3 Hasan Mosin Assistant Professor Computer Engineering

4 Dr. Bhargav C. Goradiya Associate Professor Electronics & Communication

5 Vatsalkumar Hasmukhbhai
Shah

Assistant Professor Information Technology

6 Robinson Paul Assistant Professor Electronics &  Communication

7 Ghansyam B Rathod Assistant Professor Electronics & Communication

8 K D Bhatt Associate Professor Production Engineering

9 Dr. Kaushika Patel Assistant Professor Electronics Engineering



10 Dr Mukesh E Shimpi Associate Professor Mathematics

11 Rakeshkumar S Barot Assistant Professor Production Engineering

12 Samip Patel Assistant Professor Information Technology

13 Dr.keyur Brahmbhaatt Assistant Professor Information Technology

14 Zankhana Shah Assistant Professor Information Technology

15 Krupali Shah Assistant Professor Information Technology

16 Dr. Jagdish M Rathod Associate Professor Electronic Department

17 Karan N Shah Electronics Engineering

18 Rajvirsinh Rana Assistant Professor Electronics & communication

19 Parul Panchal Assistant Professor Electronics Engineering

20 Dr. Mehfuza Holia Assistant Professor Electronics Engineering

21 Milendrakumar M Solanki Assistant Professor Electronics Engineering

22 HIREN PATEL Assistant Professor Electronics & communication



Seminar on "Patent Awareness”

14/10/2017 at 12:30 noon to 1:30 pm

Organized by Student Startup and Innovation Policy (SSIP) - Patent Club

Birla Vishvakama Mahavidyalaya, (An Autonomous Institute), Vallbhvidyanagar

List of Faculty Participation

Sr.
No.

Name of Faculty Designation Department Sign

23 Mohan M. Khambalkar Assistant Professor Electronics Engineering

24 Dr. D. M. Patel Professor Electronics Engineering

25 S A Bakhru Associate Professor Computer Engineering

26 Dr. T. D. Pawar Professor Electronics Engineering

27 Dr. Hasmukh J. Chauhan Assistant Professor Civil Engineering

28 A B BAMBHANIYA Assistant Professor Electronics & Communication

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44
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BUILDING REGIONAL INNOVATION AND STUDENT 

STARTUP ECOSYSTEM  

 

Date: 02nd January 2018  

Venue: Birla Vishwakarma Mahavidhyalaya, V.V. Nagar 

 
 

INTRODUCTION: 

 

Under the innovative leadership of Hon’ Vice Chancellor, GTU, Dr. Navin Sheth and Honorary 

Director, GIC, Dr. Hiranmay Mahanta, GTU Innovation Council has established regional centres 

for Innovation and Startups at Ahmedabad, Baroda, Surat and Rajkot. The prime objective of GTU 

Innovation Council is to inculcate creative mindset that enables to solve the problems of industry 

as well as the society. Through this program, GIC aimed to improve the quality of final year 

projects and also helped students to start thinking differently with an innovative approach that adds 

value to the society. GIC also encourages the development of close linkages with industries that 

will help to develop improved products, processes and research work among students which 

indeed creates startup ecosystem in colleges. GIC works as a catalyst to rejuvenate the 

technological education. Today, GIC seems to be successful in igniting the spark of innovative 

thinking among students and that has driven them towards Startup Revolution, by organizing 

workshops like 3-D printing, Robotics and many more. 

 

OBJECTIVE: 

 

The purpose is to decentralize the student innovation and startup support ecosystem so that 

innovators can fetch the benefits at their doorsteps. With the presence of overall 30 GTU affiliated 

colleges of Engineering, Pharmacy, MCA, MBA and with over 24 Sankuls in V.Vnagar (Zone 

3)[Fig 1.1], GIC felt the need to sensitize its students and give them the opportunity to realize their 

full potential in order to know that they can think, explore beyond boundaries and limitations.  

 

 



GTU INNOVATION COUNCIL 

www.gtuinnovationcouncil.ac.in  
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ABOUT THE EVENT: 

The program consisted of 3 phases that dealt with the importance of creating Innovation and 

Student Startup Culture which was then followed by a panel discussion between the academicians 

and the Startup committee; and lastly the Joint Action Agenda for innovation clubs in zone 3. 

The commencement of the occasion was done by Dr. Bhargav C. Goradiya, Head of the newly 

formed Incubation Cell at BVM Engineering College, along with the keynote address of the 

honorable chief guest by Dr. Tejal R. Gandhi, Principal of Anand Pharmacy College who briefly 

articulated her views regarding the different stages of Design Thinking. Dr. L. B. Zala, Dean of III 

(Industry Institute Interaction) at BVM College, thereafter expressed the dynamism undertaken by 

the College to promote Industrial Interaction among Students. Further, Mr. Nikhil Suthar, Founder 

of Profism Startup, who enthralled the young minds to think innovatively even from customer’s 

perspective which will enable them to solve the problems of society in general. Lastly, Prof. 

Tushar Panchal, GIC Coordinator elucidated the initiatives taken by GIC to promote Innovation 

and Student Startup Culture. 

 

Fig. 1.1 Lists of Sankuls in Zone 3 

http://www.gtuinnovationcouncil.ac.in/
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 What different one must do to become an innovator and Start-up early in life 

 The panel composed of Mr. Mohak Kabaria, Founder of Somras; Dr. Ketan Tamboli, Head of 

Mechatronics dept. , GCET College; Mr. Rohit Dave, International Motivational Speaker; Mr. Dhananjay 

Suthar, Founder of Sahaay & a GIC Associate;  Dr. Bhargav C. Goradiya and Mr. Nikhil Suthar and the 

discussion was led by Prof. Tushar Panchal Sir.  Dr. Bhargav Sir gave a problem to the audience which 

enabled them to think differently which could solve the problem of marketing behind Auto rickshaws while 

travelling which could have the potential to outreach a greater community. However, Dhananjay 

emphasized the current generation to change from within in such a different manner that empowers them to 

be the driving force of this Innovation Revolution. Mr. Mohak Kabaria shared his entrepreneurial journey of 

ups and downs, how he tried to overcome the hurdles faced by him, inspite of the limitations to access the 

necessary resources. Lastly, Mr. Rohit Dave concluded the panel discussion by saying that India is a 

country, that foreign countries look for when it needs human resources; he created an impulsive impact on 

the minds of students and the faculties, that we have the potential to reach great heights, besides if we use 

the modern technological resources available to us, wisely and effectively. 

There might be question in the readers’ mind, what if an individual is interested in supporting the Student 

Startup culture; that’s when Anushka Shah and Hetang Bhavsar elucidated the GIC Student Associateship 

Program. Subsequently, Vivek Kewalramani briefed the Action Plan for Innovation Clubs and Local 

Ecosystem Stakeholders where club coordinators are supposed to organize at least 3 workshops on latest 

technologies every month and conduct capacity building workshops for students. Moreover, the clubs were 

told to meet every week, in order to maintain the progress and inspect the impact created in their respective 

http://www.gtuinnovationcouncil.ac.in/
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institutions. In conclusion, based on the received feedback, the event was effective enough to leave long 

lasting impression regarding Innovation and Ecosystem Building. 

 

 

FEEDBACKS: 

“Audience was really enthusiastic and students had a really creative mindset, some of them had 

great ideas and were really interested in getting it implemented.” 

-Dhananjay Suthar 

“The work done by GIC is really inspiring since past years and it was really fruitful interacting 

with them as I got knowledge of some really great ideas and methodologies and the working 

system.” 

-Jay Raval 

http://www.gtuinnovationcouncil.ac.in/
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“Innovation is my interest area and I have been into it since past 2 years and was looking for 

mentoring and assistance; it was great meeting and getting to know about what GIC does. I got a 

lot of guidance and would want to associate with them sooner.” 

-Maitri Panchal 

“It was my first time when I had to present among such huge audience but GIC helped me gain the 

confidence and helped me do something out of fear. The response was really great and looking 

forward to do many more such events.” 

-Anushka Shah 

 

Follow GTU Innovation Council at: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgL6PHjFJs78CnqGoZleFYg 

Website: www.gtuinnovationcouncil.ac.in 

For any query write to gtu_innovation_council@gtu.edu.in 

 

Prepared By: Bhumi Dhameliya 

Team GIC 

 

http://www.gtuinnovationcouncil.ac.in/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgL6PHjFJs78CnqGoZleFYg
http://www.gtuinnovationcouncil.ac.in/
mailto:gtu_innovation_council@gtu.edu.in


Birla Vishvakarma Mahavidyalaya   
(An Autonomous Institution) 

Managed by Charutar Vidyamandal 
 

BVM Innovation & Entrepreneurship Cell (BIEC)  

India-Israel Meet 
 

17th January, 2018                

 

The India-Israel innovation initiative was held in iCreate Campus, Deo Dholera, Ahmedabad 

at 11 am. Total 39 students participated in this meet. Our bus departed from Vidyanagar at 

8 am sharp. We reached the iCreate Campus at 10:30 am. It was compulsory to carry the 

invitation card, College Id card as well as Identity proof.  

The ceremony started with felicitation of Mr. Benjamin Netanyahu (Honourable PM of Israel) 

followed by our CM Vijay Rupani ’s speech. India Israel innovation challenge awards were 

given in the category of innovation in agriculture ,water and digital health. Total 165 ideas 

were received from which 150 were from Israel itself.  Mr. Benjamin also gave a short speech 

on how delighted was his tour to India and how technology and young people are the future. 

Some words very rightly said by him and were appreciated by the crowd too were, “I want 

young   minds of Israel to come visit India ,not just with a backpack but with a laptop”.The 

demonstration of Mobile Water Treatment Vehicle was shown. After that a warm welcome 

to Mr. Benjamin was given by Narendra Modi (Our honourable PM) , he also mentioned that 

they went to Sabarmati Ashram and fly kites there before coming there. Then a very 

inspirational speech was delivered by our PM. He started by his favourite quote in Hindi 

“Sankalp se Siddhi”. He reminded the crowd about late Prof. N. G. Vasani(the founder of 

iCreate).  He praised Gujarat by making India in top for pharmaceuticals whose pillars were 

laid 50-60 years ago when the first pharmaceutical college of India was opened in 

Ahmedabad. Also how last year during his visit to Israel he thought that India and Israel are 

working together in many fields like Water observation, agriculture products, food 

processing, etc. and he wanted to make this relation a lot stronger than it was back then and 

iCreate is the outcome of that. He concluded his speech by saying,” Desh ka akar nahi, 

deshvasiyon ka Sankalp desh ko aage le jata he”.  

Then after we had our lunch. We also got the opportunity of visiting the exhibition of the 

projects that were developed under iCreate.  

 

 

 



Photos:  

 

 



Birla Vishvakarma Mahavidyalaya   
(An Autonomous Institution) 

Managed by Charutar Vidyamandal 
 

BVM Innovation & Entrepreneurship Cell (BIEC)  

 

GRAND EDUCATIONAL FAIR 
 

                            2nd February, 2018 
 
The Grand Education Fair is an endeavor by the Education Department, Government of Gujarat 
for the sole purpose of providing a bright career to the students. It’s a Spectacular activity 
continuously the second year, providing higher educational motivation and guidance along with 
golden career opportunities to students by narrowing the gap of choices while selecting a 
particular profession. More than 65 universities of Gujarat participated. More than 200 stalls 
were set up at Gujarat University convention hall for providing various field of useful 
information. 
Career advice and guidance act as a stepping stone for success. In the time of globalization, 
when there are myriads of choices available, the students are not able to decide a career which 
is best for them. The reason for this dilemma is availability of hundreds of opportunities for any 
occupation. This confusion could easily be eradicated with the help of career counseling or 
guidance. The choices are immense, the opportunities abound, but each student and his/her 
goals, ambition, academic achievement, financials and other parameters are different. This 
merits serious thinking in a lateral framework and Government of Gujarat understands this. 
With above perspective, Government of Gujarat decided to organize Grand Education Fair 2018 
on 02-03-04 February 2018 at Gujarat University Convention and Exhibition Center, 
Ahmedabad. Hon. Chief Minister of Gujarat State Sri. Vijaybhai Rupani inaugurated the Fair 
followed by Hon. Education minister of Gujarat Sri. Bhupendrasinh chudasama, Hon. Minister of 
State Higher & Primary Education,Gujarat Smt. Vibhavari Dave on 02nd February 2018 at 02 
pm. 
The main objective of the fair is to provide a platform for the students to build a career and 
relationship with different institutes like specialized training centres, skill development centres, 
various organizations providing professional opportunities, Indian and foreign Universities. It is 
an excellent opportunity for the students to get aware of the various opportunities available to 
them as per their interests & skills in respective fields. 
Our college BIRLA VISHVAKARMA MAHAVIDYALAYA ENGINEERING COLLEGE, V.V.NAGAR 
received 2 awards for its fabulous placement facilities and innovative startup programs. The 
awards were given by our Hon. Chief Minister Sri. Vijaybhai Rupani. He said the govt. is giving 
incentives to youth to start new projects based on innovation, creative ideas, research and 
development. 
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BIRLA VISHVAKARMA 

MAHAVIDYALAYA 

[An Autonomous Institution] 

 

 
Report on “Build Our Logo” 

On 

3-02-2018 
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Date: 3/02/2018 

Beneficiary: Students and Faculty members of BVM 

Number of Participants: 40+ 

 

About Event: 

Charutar VidyaMandal's Birla Vishvakarma Mahavidyalaya Engineering College arranged an 

event “Build Our Logo” on 3.02.2018. This event was organized by SSIP cell of BVM and was 

sponsored by the BVM SSIP cell. 

All participant prepare their own LOGO. All LOGOs are reviewed by experts and suggestions 

given to participants.    
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Winners: 

 

Sr. No. Name Position 

1 Chirag Thakkar Winner 

2 Vivek Vadi Runner-up 

 

 

 
 



Birla Vishvakarma Mahavidyalaya 
(An Autonomous Institution) 

Managed by Charutar VIdyamandal 
 

BVM Innovation & Entrepreneurship Cell (BIEC)  

 
What is Ideathon? 

An Ideathon is generally defined as a short, intensive, workshop-like experience for people to 

address pressing issues and/or challenges. Brainstorming is a group creativity technique by which 

efforts are made to find a conclusion for a specific problem by gathering a list of ideas 

spontaneously contributed by its members. Whereas a think tank or policy institute, research 

institute, etc. is an organization that performs research and advocacy concerning topics such as 

social policy, political strategy, economics, military, technology, and culture. 

How will it be beneficial for students? 

1. Build a community of problem solvers 

2. Identify unique ideas that can make a difference to the broader community 

3. Provide a platform to develop an active community that will learn from each other and work 

toward a common goal to raise public awareness about research and reasons to participate in 

social trials 

How will the problem statements be collected? 

The problems were collected from various engineering sectors that had a big impact on the 

society. Sectors like Computer, Information technology, Mechanical, Production, Electrical, 

Electronics, ICT, Civil & Structure and Central Level Problems.   

How will the Students participate? 

Team registration would be via Google Forms or physical publicity where the Students need to 

register in a team of maximum 4 people for the Ideathon. The problem statements would be 

disclosed at a specific time when the actual Ideathon would commence. Students need to come 

up with a solution to the selected problem statement and need to pitch their ideas in front of the 

panel. 

Jury Selection 

Persons that are expert in their fields and those experts in the domain of the scrutinized sectors 

of problem statements were invited for judging the ideas of the student teams. 

Jury Guidelines 

1. Each team will be allotted a time of at most 5 minutes for presentation. Participants are 

requested to prepare the slides accordingly. 

2. The presentation will be followed by 2 minutes of a Q & A session. 

3. The ideas will be evaluated on the basis of the: 

a. Quality and originality of the idea 

b. Is it solving the problem or not? 



c. It's likely impact on target group and market 

4. Idea will be evaluated on the following main criteria: 

a. Innovation - How 'innovative' is the idea? Is this idea creative and progressive? 

b. Feasibility of Implementation - How feasible is the idea? How can it be executed within 6 

months/one year on a defined budget? 

c. Sustainability - How sustainable is the idea? Is this idea cost-effective? Where does this 

have market potential and scalability? 

d. Impact - How does this idea raise awareness for diverse or vulnerable populations in a 

range of social conditions? 

 

Total Participants: 263 

Total Teams: 90 

 

Report of the day: 

On 10th of February 2018, the most awaited event IDEATHON was organized at BVM Engineering 

College. The event lasted the entire day from 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM where in students participated 

enthusiastically. 

The event started with the inaugural ceremony in the presence of the Chief Guest – Mr. Harshit 

Lalpura, CEO HashMedia, and Principal of the college – Dr. I. N. Patel, Convener of BIEC – Dr. B. 

C. Goradiya, Convener of SSIP – Dr. R. C. Rana, heads of the various departments and other 

faculties. It started with a Prayer accompanied by the Lamp Lightening by the members on the 

dais, faculties and Student Leaders. Chief Guest of the function Mr. Harshit Lalpura was felicitated 

by the Principal.  

Principal of our college, Dr. I. N. Patel sir gave an opening remark about IDEATHON. He 

enlightened the students by introducing the idea of startup in various fields. He aimed at 

motivating students to think out of the box with creativity. Further TEQIP Head, Dr. S. D. Dhiman 

briefed about TEQIP and its benefits to the students with the allocated funds. It was followed by 

the Convener of SSIP, Dr. R. C. Rana sir briefing about the establishment and working of the cell, 

its benefit to the students in future. Later on Convener of BIEC, Dr. B. C. Goradiya sir explained 

the thought behind the creation of a new body of BIEC, IDEATHON and various visits. 

Chief Guest, Mr. Harshit Lalpura addressed the audience by introducing himself and gave a few 

words of motivation for the budding engineers. Following the end of the ceremony the vote of 

thanks was given by the General Secretary of the college, Mr. Jatan Patel. It ended with the 

National Anthem.  

The event started at 10:00 AM with the distribution of problem statements. At 11:00 AM students 

started working on the problem they chose. They were given a break 1:00 to 2:00 PM. Then the 

second session of Ideathon started. 3:00 PM onwards the presentation of the ideas started in 

respective sectors. After all the presentations were done, results were declared and the winners 

were awarded with a certificate and prize money of Rs. 2000. 

 

Outcome of the event: 

The students showed a nice inter-disciplinary approach to solve the various problems of different 

sectors. The jury were happy that such event was conducted at such huge scale in the campus 

for students. Moreover, the participation of students was really appreciated. 

 



Chief Guest of the event: 

Mr. Harshit Lalpura, CEO, HashMedia 

Alumni of BVM Engineering College 

 
 

Problem Statements: 

Sector A-Civil & Structural 
1. Solid waste management in the college campus. Generation of garden waste is more in our 

college campus. Currently we are just burning it. Sustainable solution is required for the green 

campus. If we manage the waste 100% at campus itself then we can make our institute 

campus better & cleaner. 

2. Water conservation techniques, Water leakages: At our institute, problem of water 

leakage/wastage is more often. Water timings are such that the taps remain open and often 

wastage of water occurs. 

3. Energy Consumption: The use of electricity, consumption is to be reduced for the benefit of 

society. The sustainable/Renewable energy sources can be utilized for energy saving. 

4. Housing Problem for the dwellers affected by flood: It is observed that many times houses 

in flood prone area are destroyed. It needs to give attention to help poor village people by 

providing protected houses against flood. 

5. Portable low cost Water filter: Water borne disease and other problems due to impure water 

is major in Health Problems. This project will help for village people to safeguard their health. 

6. Plastic waste in Bituminous Road utilization construction: Plastic waste is problematic in 

destroy. It can be used in bituminous road construction where it makes water repellent layer. 

Roads also having little or no effect due water logging on the roads. 

Sector B-Central Level 
7. Smart Digital Library System: Every school and institute has library but there is an issue to 

manage the data of every student that use library books. The primitive idea of ‘library’ 

connoted a storehouse of written document mainly based on clay tablets, palm leaves, waved 

wooden boards, papyrus role, etc. but with the advancement of knowledge in the human 

civilizations, the library has become the nerve centre of the civilized society. 

8. Smart Institute information display system: The general notice and information regarding 

the institute or premises or staff members or exam hall information is sometime not 

mentioned or circulated properly. So many a times, students or visitors face difficulty locating 

a place within the premise or finding particular person’s office and precious time is lost in 

doing so. A lot of paperwork is also needed to circulate the notice every time an event or 

seminars are scheduled in educational institutes. 

9. Online Hostel Admission (Hostel Management System-HMS): Hostel seen as a home for 

students when staying away from their home. It has large well ventilated dormitories and 

single rooms and is situated in the college premises. Providing clean and calm hostel 

accommodation is one of the key responsible of management. To manage the hostel facilities, 

a lot of data need to be maintained such as number of student hostel can accommodate, 

hostel rules and regulation, hostel fee, hostel in and out of student, guest and visitor record 



and so on. So, this needs the system which has an ability to capture all kind of data and 

information and analyze it properly for smooth functioning of the hostel. 

10. Digital India – Digital BVM: Traditional offices have paper-based filing systems, which may 

include filing cabinets, folders, shelves, microfiche systems, and drawing cabinets, all of which 

require maintenance, equipment, considerable space, and are resource-intensive.Once 

computer data is printed on paper, it becomes out-of-sync with computer database updates. 

Paper is difficult to search and arrange in multiple sort arrangements, and similar paper data 

stored in multiple locations is often difficult and costly to track and update.A paperless 

office/Institute would have a single-source collection point for distributed database updates 

and a publish-subscribe system. 

11. Mass notification: The various notification of the college will be sent to the students via some 

medium so that they can have the access to the information 

Sector C-Computer 
12. Disaster management using IoT:  Develop a system it automatically start fire extinguisher in 

case of fire in lab. It also inform Principal or lab assistant about event and location. In case of 

flood situation and earthquake also it also take necessary precautions. A system of 

interconnected smart modules is developed as a way to enable centralized data acquisition 

as well as provide an interlinked network for transmission of data in absence of any existing 

infrastructure. Ensuring efficient mechanism for identification, assessment and monitoring of 

disaster risks. Develop contemporary forecasting and early warning system. 

13. Suggestive Histogram based grading for effective grading: Histogram of Students marks are 

generated, sometimes due to lack of clear boundary marks of students are graded in a way 

that can be improved. We need to generate a system, which suggest effective way of grading 

students. 

14. Plenty of machine gets down and it's difficult to install manually all software:  As we are 

aware of current scenario in our labs that machines gets frequently down due to OS and 

software problems and its becomes headache for network admin and lab assistant to install 

all software and OS again and again manually. 

15. Resource Management (Issue, Handling, Tracking, Utilization): Sector is issuing Hardware to 

students and faculty members for their use in project or research work. The problems, faced 

by the sector are, Tracking of the issued hardware, Pending (Late Return, etc.). Utilization 

report (Hardware usage (more or less), working condition of hardware, purpose of usage, 

etc.) 

Sector D- Communication Technology 
16. Digital – Automatic Attendance System for education campus: Attendance in education 

system is very important and having directly proportional to performance of the students in 

most of the cases. As the technology enhances day by day, it is imperative to have such 

system which can reduce the time of entire class for taking manual attendance and at the 

same time avoiding the problems of proxy. 

17. Indigenous vending Machine for Tea/Coffee.: It is always observed that most of the time; a 

person needs refreshment after working for 3 to 4 hours on continuous basis. Tea/Coffee 

does the task of refreshing the mind but to do that person needs to go out and it takes on an 



average around 30 precious minutes. Indigenous Vending Machine should be placed at one 

part of every building where people can come and have a sip of Tea/Coffee. 

18. Overloaded Garbage bins: Effect on health and ecosystems: In the present scenario, we see 

the garbage bins or Dumpster being overloaded and all the garbage spills out resulting in 

pollution and .The detection, monitoring and management of wastes is one of the major 

problem of the present era. Overflowing waste causes air pollution and respiratory diseases. 

Garbage contaminates surface waters which affects environment.  

19. Virtual and Remote Labs in Education: Laboratory experimentation plays an essential role in 

engineering and scientific education. Virtual and remote labs reduce the costs associated with 

conventional hands-on labs due to their required equipment, space, and maintenance staff. 

Furthermore, they provide additional benefits such as supporting distance learning, 

improving lab accessibility to handicapped people, and increasing safety for dangerous 

experimentation. Virtual and Remote Labs (VRLs) not only enable reducing costs, but they 

provide other important benefits 

20. Low Cost Night Vision System for Intruder Detection: The growth in production of Android 

devices has resulted in greater functionalities as well as lower costs. This has made previously 

more expensive systems such as night vision affordable for more businesses and end users. 

As the security is the key to safe life, there is a crucial need of design and implementation of 

a robust and low cost night vision systems.  The system should detect the human intruders 

under low light conditions (such as indoor, outdoor, night time) from CCTV footage and 

should detect the intruders successfully. 

Sector E-Electrical 
21. Cost effective Energy savings of Corridor/Class rooms/Laboratory/Staff Cabin Lighting 

System for Electrical Dept. using microcontroller / PLC. During daytime it has been observed 

that some of the Corridor/ Class rooms/Laboratory/Staff Cabin lighting systems are running 

unnecessarily and consumes energy. It is possible to switch off the lights automatically which 

would result in saving of energy. 

22. User friendly smart Driver assistance: Operate through gestures and movement through 

which Smart Phone connected automatically while Driver is Busy and Reply by Just Speaking 

without touching or typing. 

23. Automatic Cloth Pressing and Folding Machine: For big cloth and saree showrooms. 

24. Design and Simulation of Passive/Active Filter to Mitigate Harmonic in Power System: 

Electricity becomes one of the most important necessities for industry and domestic 

application. Power electronic devices find tremendous applications in industry as well as in 

domestic appliances. The excessive use of these devices causes major problems in the power 

system due to generate the harmonics. These harmonics pollute the power system and 

produce many adverse effect like malfunction of sensitive equipment, reduced power factor, 

overloading of capacitor, flickering lights, overheated equipment’s, reduced system capacity 

etc. 

25. Economical Design of Street light DC grid for energy savings at BVM Engineering College: 

Street lights are the important load in the premises of any industrial or commercial areas. Lot 

of solar street lights are available, but due to solar radiations problem it is not possible to 

install solar street lights everywhere. 



 

 

 Sector F-Electronics 
26. Automatic gardening system in college. Our college is spending a lot of money on a regular 

basis for the maintenances of the college lawn and garden but all the efforts are in vain. 

Which causes for a lot wastage of water, money, time and man power. And we as a student 

of BVM wants to solve this problem of our college and hence we developed the under said 

idea for the solution of fore said problem. 

27. Virtual switches for classroom: In our college, there is problem of switch boards, either they 

are too high or the switches are not in working condition which causes for the creation of 

problem for the students. And if new switches are provided then they due to continuous 

usage they wear out or get damaged again. 

28. Energy Wastage & Poor Safety Measures On College Campus: The utmost problem for any 

large campus is energy management. This problem is often neglected by the students which 

lead to major wastage of energy resources. With employment of IOT in energy conversation 

and a centralized control unit, SMART systems can be developed to overcome this problem. 

29. Answer Sheet Checking system using neural network and image processing/Computer 

Vision: All the Faculties Face problems in checking the answer sheets of various students and 

sometimes it becomes a tedious task. 

30. Advance PA system for sector (Improved projectors and digital notice boards): In our class 

we have rs232 connector to connect it to the projector. RS232 is outdated and faculties face 

problems in connecting their laptop with projector and which is time consuming. Not only 

facilities but other outside person coming for seminar also finds it difficult to connect his/her 

laptop. Paperwork becomes tedious and also has many loopholes like old notices are not 

updated or removed after the deadline. College websites cannot be accessed without 

internet connection which can be overcome by this digital notice board. The paper work for 

summarizing the data of each sector at the end of a semester becomes very difficult and time 

consuming and requires a lot man power which can be solved by using a digital notice and 

newsfeed board that will collect the data automatically for the record of the college. Student 

achievements are not conveyed to every part of the college effectively, this can also be 

helped with the digital notice board. 

Sector G-Information Technology 
31. Android App on Student Portal: Counselling, feedback, Result Analysis: Students are not 

submitting result in every semester. Student achievement and higher study details are not 

properly given by students. Student’s attendance in every counselling is paper based. Training 

certificate need to submit in every semester (For autonomous students) are not manage. 

32. Sector Library: Not managing Allocate token or id to the students for verification. (enter time 

and exit time also not maintain) Students are Checking availability of books in list available in 

notice board. 

33. Project Monitoring System: Paper based Registration (team and guide). Request send to 

guide for approval of team is not done properly. PPR (Periodic Progress report should be 

generated) not manage. PSAR (Patent Search and Analysis Report) not manage. Final 

Certificate generated after everything is properly done by student 



34. Student Attendance: Paper based Registration of student, faculty and time table should be 

abolished 

35. Online fees payment (Web application): Students are facing problem to manage fee receipt. 

There can be chances of losing of pay cheque or cash. 

Sector H-Mechanical 
36. Stair climbing trolley: In the modern world though there are many developments in the field 

of engineering. Still there are difficulties to carry heavy loads over stairs. Development of lift 

simplifies the effort of carrying heavy loads over stairs, it is not possible to use lift in all places 

like schools, college’s constructional areas. This problem aims at developing a mechanism for 

easy transportation of heavy loads over stairs. 

37. Wall Climbing Robot: A wall climbing robot is a robot with the capability of climbing vertical 

surfaces. It is required to design and create a wall climbing robot which uses suction as a 

means of sticking to the wall. The robot will be controlled using Basic Stamp and the 

movement of its legs will generated by two servo motors. Each servo motor will control legs 

which are located on the left and right side of the robot. 

38. Floor Cleaning Robot: Automatic floor cleaner is a system that enables cleaning of the floor 

by the help of highly stabilized and rapidly functionalized electronic and mechanical control 

system. The cleaning purpose is specifically carried out by continuous relative motion 

between a scrubber and the floor surface. 

39. Thermoelectric refrigeration: Thermoelectric refrigeration is new alternative because it can 

convert waste electricity into useful cooling, is expected to play an important role in meeting 

todays’ and future energy challenges. Therefore, thermoelectric refrigeration is greatly 

needed, particularly for developing countries where long life and low maintenance are 

needed. 

Sector I-Production 
40. Design of Potato Harvesting Machine. Potato is cash crop that provides significant income to 

the farmers. Farmers are using manual harvesting method for harvesting. Potato harvesters 

are machines that harvest potatoes. They work by lifting the potatoes from the bed using a 

share. The soil conditions, the weather, irrigation pattern, the small size agricultural field, the 

lower amount of automation and availability of maintenance of agricultural tools at rural level 

in India is the challenge that needs to be addressed in the existing designs.. 

41. “Design a conveyor for material handling by using Geneva mechanism”: The Geneva 

mechanism is a system to convert continuous circular motion into fixed step circular motion. 

Geneva mechanism requires a rising circular connector extending above the rotating disc to 

lock between slots in the Geneva wheel and drive it. So here we propose a conveyer belt that 

moves products at regular time intervals, as needed by many automation lines. Our system 

uses a motorized disc to drive the Geneva wheel. The Geneva wheel is thus driven at regular 

time intervals. The wheel is connected to rollers mounted with conveyer belt.  

42. Gearless Transmission Using Elbow Mechanism: The lab-size working model for the efficient 

gearless transmission of power at right angles are not available. Furthermore, higher visibility 

is the need for the understanding of kinematics of motion. As gearless transmission saves 

gear manufacturing time and costs along with teeth matching and gear placement issues, 

such alternates needs to be explored.. 



43. Design and making of All Terrain Vehicle for BAJA competition: The College has planned to 

develop all-terrain vehicle – ATV for BAJA event. This involves large challenges and 

interdisciplinary interactions from varied student groups. 

44. Surface finish improvement in EDM: Electrical discharge machining (EDM) is material 

removal process by a series of rapid recurring electrical discharges between the cutting tool 

(electrode) and the work piece in the presence of dielectric fluid. Productivity improvement 

is challenging task for industries. To achieve higher productivity during machining of hard 

materials higher range process parameters leads to poor finish of the products. Maximum 

material removal rate leading high productivity with less surface roughness needs 

optimization of process parameters and investigation of newer technologies. To have better 

economy of industries and low cost of products, optimum combination of process parameters 

and indigenous process technological strategies is needed. 

45. Quick-Return Mechanism Design: A quick return mechanism is an apparatus that converts 

circular motion (rotating motion following a circular path) into reciprocating motion 

(repetitive back-and- forth linear motion) in presses and shaping machines, which are utilized 

to shape stocks of metal into flat surfaces, throughout mechanical engineering. The quick 

return mechanism is the foundation behind the energy of these machines. 

 

Jury List: 

Sr. No. Sector Name External Jury Company Name 

1 Electronics Mr. Anand Shah Raj Innomation 

2 Electrical Mr. Prakash Makhijani Ohm Encon Pvt. Ltd. 

3 Information Technology Mr. Maulesh Kanani Sanatan Technovation, LLP 

4 Computer Mr. Nilesh Vaghela Electromach 

5 Communication & Technology Mr. Meet Shah Einfochip 

6 Production Mr. Amrut Patel Engg. Consultant 

7 Civil & Structure Mr. Bhrajishnu Vyas Harita Environmental Services 

8 Mechanical Mr. Nilesh Narodia Siddharth Enterprise 

9 Central Mr. Harshit Lalpura HashMedia 

 

Winners: 

Sr. No. Team Number  Member Problem Sector 

1 A030 

Rushi Sheth 

B-08 
Praharsh Patel 

Mahek Katariya 

Ravi Nandasana 

2 B005 

Fardeen Khan 

G-31 
Gokul Agrawal 

Priyank Vashiyar 

Shreya Singh 

3 A044 
Bhavik Rathod 

E-21 
Jaydeep Tank 

4 A047 
Abdulkadir Kharodawala 

A-01 
Niyati Korat 



Hiral Parmar 

5 D020 
Jay Suthar 

D-16 
Mudit Batra 

6 A005 

Ankur Varma 

F-27 Niharika Modi 

Aarya Brahmane 

7 A028 

Jay Vaghani 

C-15 Vivek Baraiya 

Yogen Prajapati 

8 A055 

Jill Patel 

H-37 Mahim Vohra 

Harshil Patel 

9 D001 

Haresh Pateliya  

I-43 
Ravi Devmurari 

Loh Jayeshkumar 

Amit Sorthiya 
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Birla Vishvakarma Mahavidyalaya 
(An Autonomous Institution) 

Managed by Charutar Vidyamandal  

BVM Innovation & Entrepreneurship Cell (BIEC)  

 
Smart Gujarat for New India “Hackathon 2018 

 

"Education Department of the Gujarat has taken series of initiatives to design and develop innovation 

processes and ecosystem across its affiliated colleges and universities. To create and promote the Innovation 

culture and develop the Innovation ecosystem, state Education Department has taken various initiatives 

"Smart Gujarat for New India Hackathon" is one of many such initiatives. It will engage young students across 

Universities, Institutes of the state to harness their creative potential. Under "Smart Gujarat Hackathon for 

New India" 16 GoG departments have submitted the Problem Statements related to their areas.  
 

BVM engineering college under the guidance of CVM became the venue partner for the “Smart Gujarat for New India” 

Hackathon 2017-18. The DTE had divided the problem statements into various categories among which 7 categories 

were given to the BVM. The total participants team enrolled under the 7 department were 130 among them 70 team 

were present. The total number of students present at the venue were 442. The event was organized in the H-Block and 

Auditorium of BVM campus. For this event we had provided a total bandwidth of around 200 MBPS divided among the 

participants. Separate arrangements were made for students where they can work for Hackathon and the also separate 

rooms were allocated for girls and boys for rest. Guest house arrangements at CVM and SP University were made for the 

mentors & jury members and other officials. The necessary food arrangements were done for every person involved in 

the Hackathon. For power backup, Diesel Generator Setup was arranged. There were 40 faculty members and 70 

students volunteer team constantly available at the venue for any sort of help. Rooms were also made available for the 

bathing facility at near hostels of CVM. Necessary care was taken for the jury members and Govt officials like waiting 

room, computer room, stationary, etc. were available on the spot. Midnight cultural entertainment was also arranged 

for the relaxation of the participants. 

 

Following are the departments we had under the Hackathon. 

 

Headed Ministry Details 

Sr. No  Department 

1 Energy and Petrochemicals Department 

2 Industries and Mines department 

3 Agriculture, Farmers Welfare and Co-operation Department 

4 Food, Civil Supplies & Consumer Affairs Department 

5 Tribal Development Department 

6 Sports Youth And Cultural Activities Department 

7 Education Department II 

 

 

 

 



Following is the list of Headed Ministry Professional’s Detail 

Sr.  No.  Name Designation 

1 Dr. Nisarg N Pathak પપપપપપપ પપપપપપ ,SGSU, G'nagar 

2 Dr. Pankaj Goswami પપપપપ પપપપપપપપ પપપપ પપપપપપ પપ ,પપપપપપપપ  

3 Shree B.P. Sangod General Manager, Distric Industries Center, Anand 

4 Shree Hemant Dehade Manager (RM), Distric Industries Center, Anand 

5 Rajendrasinh.M.Parmar Chief Nodal Officer(e-Urja ERP) 

Chief Nodal Officer (CPGRAMS) 

7 Rohit D Patel Dy Engineer (GPRD) 

8 Jignesh Borisagar Jr Engineer (GPRD 

9 Sachin P Rathod Jr Engineer (GPRD) 

10 M A Vora IT 

11 Dr. Dhaval R. Kathiriya Director - Information Technology 

12 Mr. Deven J. Patel Assistant Professor (IT),JAU 

13 Mahendra Solanki   

14 Bharat Gohil   

 

The detailed schedule and proceedings of the Hackathon was as under: 

Date Time Act

ivit

y 

 

 

 

 

Day-1 

8.30 - 9.30 Registration & Breakfast at the Host Institute 

09.30 - 10.30 Inauguration ( at auditorium of Host Institute) 

10:30:-13.00 Coding begins 

13:00 - 14:00 Lunch Break in Groups 

14.00-15.00 coding continues 
 

15:00 -16.30 

First Round of Training/Mentoring session  (7-10 Mins per team, Individual 

Ministry Trainer/experts to Train the Teams) 

16.30-20.30 coding continues 

20:30 - 21:30 Dinner 
 

22.30 -23.59 

First round of evaluation  (7-10 Mins per team, Individual Ministry Trainer 

to Train the Teams) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Day-2 

00:00 - 0:30 informal tea/coffee break/Break out session 

0.30-.6.00 coding continues 

6:30 - 7:30 Breakfast 
 

9:00 - 10:00 

Second Round of Evaluation (7-10 Mins per team, Individual MinistryTrainer 

to Train the Teams) 

10.00-12.45 coding continues 

12:45 - 13:45 Lunch in Groups 

13:45 - 15 :00 Final Coding Session 

15:00 Coding Stops 
 

15:00 - 15:30 

Power Judging (The Final pitch, 7 minutes per team, 4 minutes explanation, 

3minutes Q & A) 

15:30 - 16:00 Short listing of teams for Grand finale 

16:00 -16:30 Valedictory Session 

16:30 Departure of Teams 

  



Inauguration Ceremony: 
The inauguration function was conducted at the BVM auditorium. The chief guest of the function was Dr. 

Dhaval Patel, IAS and District Collector of Anand. A glance at his speech - Big Data and Data Analysis is our 

biggest issue as per our government administration process. He advised coders’ to make use of the open 

source libraries available. He stated to make use the written code and make that utilization to form various 

libraries which can be used in other ways. Er. Bhikhubhai Patel, Chairman, Charutar Vidyamandal, Vallabh 

Vidyanagar stated in his speech that we need to grab this opportunity which is given by government of Gujarat 

– DTE to BVM Engg College. He motivated the participants to give their best in the Hackathon. 

 

The on dais members in the inaugural function were: 

 

Dr. L B Zala Head of Department, Civil BVM & Dean, III Cell 

Er. V. M. Patel Hon. Joint Secretary, Charutar Vidyamandal, Vallabh Vidyanagar 

Dr. S. G. Patel Hon. Secretary, Charutar Vidyamandal, Vallabh Vidyanagar 

Dr. Dhaval Patel IAS, District Collector of Anand 

Er. Bhikhubhai Patel Chairman, Charutar Vidyamandal, Vallabh Vidyanagar 

Dr. I N Patel Principal, BVM Engg College 

Dr. M. C. Chudasama DTE Representative & Head, Prof. of Electrical, LDCE 

Prof V. Y. Doshi DTE Representative & Associate Professor GEC, Bharuch 

Dr. B. C. Goradiya Head of Department, EC-BVM 

 

Photos: 

  



 
 

 
 



Valedictory Ceremony: 
The Valedictory was conducted at the BVM Auditorium. The Guest for the function was Dr. Shivlal Yadav  

Principal, GEC – Banswara, Rajasthan. He appreciated the concept of Smart Gujarat for New India Hackathon – 

2017-18 and congratulated BVM and DTE for arranging this. 

 

The on dais members in the inaugural function were: 

Dr. Nisarg N. Pathak પપપપપપપ પપપપપપ ,SGSU, G'nagar 

Shri Hemant Dehade Manager (RM), Distric Industries Center, Anand 

Shri Rajendrasinh 
Parmar Chief Nodal Officer(e-Urja ERP), Chief Nodal Officer (CPGRAMS) 

Dr. I. N. Patel Principal, BVM Engg College 

Dr. Shivlal Yadav Principal, GEC - Bharuch 

Dr. M. C. Chudasama DTE Representative & Head, Prof. of Electrical, LDCE 

Prof. V. Y. Doshi DTE Representative & Associate Professor GEC, Bharuch 

Dr. B. C. Goradiya Head of Department, EC-BVM 
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Memento Distribution the Jury Members: 
As a token of gratitude, BVM College shared memento to all the jury members present for the judging of the 

Hackathon and to the Education department members who were present at the venue. Following is the list of 

the jury members: 

Sr. No. Name Department with Designation 

1 Chaudhari Minubhai Babulal Compu. Eng, GEC, Gandhinagar 

2 Patel  Jigna  Jayantilal Compu. Eng, GEC, Surat 

3 Patel Krupalben Gauravbhai Computer Engg., GGP, Surat 

4 Naresh Patel   

5 Shree Hemant Dehade Manager (RM), Distric Industries Center, Anand 

6 Shah Sanjaybhai  Manubhai Compu. Eng, GEC, Modasa 

7 Gamit Nikunj Chunilal Info. Tech., VGEC, Chandkheda 

8 Chaudhari Pratikshakumari Dineshbhai Computer Engg., GGP, Surat 

9 Rana Jigish Harishkumar Computer Engg., GGP, Surat 

10 Mahendra Solanki   

11 Bharat Gohil   

12 Parikh Dhaval Arvindbhai Compu. Eng, LDCE, Ahmedabad 

13 Shaikh Riyazahmed Mohammedmiya Computer Engg., GGP, Ahmedabad 

14 Patel Viren Jagubhai Compu. Eng, GEC, Dahod 

15 Shah Harsh Milindkumar Computer Engg., GGP, Surat 

16 Mali Priya Alpeshkumar Computer Engg., GGP, Surat 

17 Patel Harshada Kishorbhai Computer Engg., GGP, Surat 

18 Dr. Dhaval R. Kathiriya Director - Information Technology 

19 Mr. Deven J. Patel Assistant Professor (IT),JAU 

20 Raval Tushar Jagdishbhai Compu. Eng, LDCE, Ahmedabad 

21 Contractor Dipenkumar Prakashbhai Compu. Eng, GEC, Dahod 

22 Gohil Mahendra Jayantibhai Computer Engg., GGP, Surat 

23 Rajendrasinh.M.Parmar Chief Nodal Officer(e-Urja ERP) 

24 
Rohit D Patel 

Chief Nodal Officer (CPGRAMS) 

25 Dy Engineer (GPRD) 

26 Jignesh Borisagar Jr Engineer (GPRD 

27 M A Vora IT 

28 Tushar Parmar Info. Tech., VGEC, Chandkheda 

29 Kantevala Bipinkumar Haribhai Computer Engg., GP, Gandhinagar 

30 Rathod Yagnik Amarshih Compu. Eng, GEC, Dahod 

31 Pandya Lalit Maheshbhai Computer Engg., KJP, Bharuch 

32 Vansia  Mahipalsinh  Ghanshyamsinh Computer Engg., KJP, Bharuch 

33 K P Mepani Computer Engg., KJP, Bharuch 

34 D G Variya Computer Engg., KJP, Bharuch 

35 Manani Mehulkumar Rameshbhai Computer Engg., KJP, Bharuch 

36 Patel Chirag Arvindbhai Info. Tech., VGEC, Chandkheda 

37 Patel Manishkumar Dhansukhbhai Info. Tech., Gandhy Col., Surat 

38 Gandhi Dhaval Rajendrakumar Info. Tech., Gandhy Col., Surat 

39 Gajjar Chintan Ashvinbhai Info. Tech., Gandhy Col., Surat 

40 Kaneria Juhi Jagdish Computer Engg., KJP, Bharuch 



41 Dhangar Computer Engg., GP, Himatnagar 

42 Jayswal Nikul Vikaskumar Computer Engg., KJP, Bharuch 

43 Rana Maikalraj Kalidas   

44 Umaria Mona   
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Venue arrangements: 

 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 

 



 



Birla Vishvakarma Mahavidyalaya 
(An Autonomous Institution) 

Managed by Charutar Vidyamandal   

 

 

BVM TALKS 

Date: 29th March, 2018  

   

 It was an initiative taken to call the expert and noble literates from various fields and ask them to share 

their journey. There were around 320 participants including students and faculties from the college. Following 

speakers were invited for the event.  

1. Rameshwar Bhatt [Young Filmmaker] 

 
● 16 years old  
● Filmmaker by passion 
● Captures Magic Moments on his iPhone itself 
● Received various awards from Gujarat State Government 
● His film “A Sun at Night” has won in the Young Filmmaker category, at Film4Climate Competition 

 
Introductory brief:  
Life is a million frames moving at the speed of light and there is this 16 year old aspiring filmmaker from 

Ahmedabad with his iPhone and a motto - “Keep Filming”. With every click on his iPhone he turns simple 

things into what he describes at magic moments. His film “A Sun at Night” has won first prize in 'Young Award’ 

at Film4Climate Competition, Morocco in 13-17 age category. The event had received 860 videos from 155 

countries.  

2. Genabhai Patel [Farmer with a vision] 
● Farmer by choice and passion 
● Recipient of Padma Shri Award 
● Inspired more than 60000 people to cultivate pomegranate instead of tobacco 
● His efforts have borne fruits and the district’s pomegranates are exported to Dubai, Sri Lanka and 

Bangladesh, giving the farmers excellent returns.  
 

Introductory brief: When life gives you no choices, you accept it and move on! Here is the man personifying the 
same. From Sarkari Goliya village of Banaskantha district, Genabhai - a differently abled farmer decide to 
move on to pomegranate from tobacco. His success story inspired more than 60000 people to plant 
pomegranate hence breaking the norm of traditional crops and farming methods. His efforts have borne fruits 
and the district’s pomegranates are exported to Dubai, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh, giving the farmers excellent 
returns. 
 

3. Avni Sethi 
[Artist, Dancer, Founder of Conflictorium] 

●  “Histories are mostly records of conflicts, reflecting the ruler’s perspectives. They do not reflect the 
experiences of the people.” 

● A response to conflict by revisiting, revising and renouncing  
● She and her team brought different forms and techniques of expression together to create an intimate 

collage of people’s voices and thoughts. More than 300 artist and events in 4 years 
● Conflictorium is an unique concept representing strong social messages of conflict in a truly creative 

way.  



 

Introductory brief about museum: 
 
 The Conflictorium is a participatory museum that addresses the theme of conflict. 
 Its a cultural center dedicated to exploring and reconciling the conflicts. The center aspires to integrate 
art, law, history, culture & behavioral sciences to offer lessons and promote dialogue about the nature of 
conflict and the evergreen possibility of resolution and reconciliation. Conflictorium is all about the starkness, 
the quietness, that will make you introspect about yourself, your inner feelings towards humanity and its 
diverse nature and the unfortunate clashes we live with.  

 

4. Ruzan Khambhatta 
[Social Entrepreneur] 

●  Action Agent for PoliceHEART 1091 
●  Founder of Wizz-O-Tech, Wajra O’ Force Empowerment Foundation, Defense-o-Dance 
● Stree Shakti Women Business Entrepreneur 2007 and the Outstanding Woman Professional Award for 

the year 2004-2005 by Federation of India Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI)  
 

Introduction brief: Ruzan stands apart as a social entrepreneur in Gujarat. A believer in working at the grass root 

level. She’s a woman who always wants to innovate and experiment – unconstrained by convention. ”. She has 

introduced a technology called PoliceHEART 1091 which has rescued thousands of women from rape, 

molestation, domestic violence, kidnapping. 
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